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As a non-profit organization created by
wildlife resources officers, we are
dedicated in our efforts to stop poaching
of North America’s fish and wildlife
resources through a comprehensive
conservation law enforcement approach
and the exchange of information with
anti-poaching organizations. We promote
public education on the differences
between sustainable use and poaching,
with a special emphasis on youth
education therefore creating a force
multiplier for law enforcement charged
with protecting these valuable resources.
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President’s Report
I would like to start my report with a thank you. I want to thank all the member
departments and agencies for your support to the International Wildlife
Crimestoppers. I would like to thank the continued supporters of IWC and our new
partners.
I took over the President seat in mid July 2021, when the gavel was handed to me
from Capt. Lee Ellis at the South Carolina conference. Lee served a two-year term
as our President due to the South Carolina conference being canceled in 2020.
The South Carolina conference had great attendance and Lee and his team did an
outstanding job. At the 2021 conference we presented the first annual IWC Game
Warden of the Year award. The 2021 IWC Game Warden of the year was New Jersey Officer Todd Vazquez.
Todd was joined by his family at the conference and awarded a beautiful handmade knife and display as well
as a $1,000 gift card to Guidefitter. The application period for the IWC Game Warden of the Year is open now
and I encourage all member states to submit their candidate for the award. The award winner is invited to this
summer’s annual conference with the conference fee and lodging paid for by IWC.
Last year we gave continued our Wall of Shame trailer grant and wildlife decoy grant programs. Kansas was
awarded the $10,000 trailer grant to purchase their first Wall of Shame trailer. We also gave away two $2,500
trailer upgrade grants which were awarded to Delaware and South Carolina. Texas was awarded the wildlife
decoy grant to purchase a new deer decoy for the total of $2,115.00. Our trailer grant and decoy grant
program application processes are open now. To apply please visit the IWC website. The winners of the
grants will be announced at the 2022 annual conference.
I would like to take a moment to recognize our cherished long serving Executive Assistant, Candice
Henderson. Candy has been IWC’s Executive Assistant for the past 23 years and has worked tirelessly to
make our organization what it is today. Candy’s hard work behind the scenes often goes unrecognized, but if it
wasn’t for her this organization would not have succeeded the way it has. Candy has decided to retire from the
Executive Assistant position after the 2022 conference. Candy has been a valued member of the IWC since
the beginning and she will be dearly missed. The IWC is currently taking applications for Candy’s replacement,
and we are looking to fill the position by August 1, 2022. Candy has graciously offered to help get the new
Executive Assistant settled into the position.
Last year we lost two members of our Game Warden Family. Minnesota Conservation Officer Sarah Grell died
as a result from her injuries she sustained during an on-duty vehicle crash. Texas Parks and Wildlife Sergeant
Christopher Wilson died from complications as a result of contracting COVID-19 in the line of duty. Our
thoughts and prayers are with the families of Conservation Officer Grell and Sgt. Wilson.
The 2022 IWC conference will be held at the Burke Mountain resort in Burke Vermont. The conference will run
from June 26th to the 29th. Reservations for rooms can be made with the resort at any time. We have a block
of rooms under “IWC Conference”. Rooms to choose from include a standard King, two queens, one, two, or
three bedroom suites. The contact for the resort: https://skiburke.com/visitburke/accommodations/burkemountainhotel/
Phone: 802-626-7400
The conference agenda is posted on the IWC website. We hope to see everyone in Vermont this summer!
Again, I want to thank everyone for their continued support. Without your valued membership we would not be
able to continue our important organization.
Respectfully,
Sergeant Jeff Whipple
Vermont Warden Service
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Executive Director’s Report
I hope 2022 has started out as a good year for everyone especially those
recovering from the pandemic.
After Covid tried to derail our pre-Covid momentum, we ended up with a
successful 2021 conference in South Carolina. The hard work from Captain Lee
Ellis and his staff that went into re-gaining that momentum was evident by the
substance embedded in the conference agenda and guest speakers and
programs. This year is shaping up to be no different. With our continued
supporters like the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation, National Wild Turkey
Federation, Guidefitter, and private donors, the United Bowhunters of New Jersey (UBNJ) has now become
a strategic partner with IWC as an annual donor to our mission. Fishbrain, a fishing app for all electronic
devices with over 10 million subscribers, has reached out to IWC and I am in conversation with them about
their support of IWC as a strategic partner. These relationships are vitally important to our goals and
initiatives and growth.
A lot of work has already begun for a major IWC fundraiser in Texas for June 2023. More information will be
forthcoming as logistics are completed. We all know how effective media outlets and advertising are when
it is handled by folks of like-minds who play a major part with those outlets. The year 2023 will be no
different. The owner and producer of a nation-wide syndicated outdoor radio show, called “Kinder Outdoors”
is a strategic partner with IWC and promotes our mission and programs on the show. Mr. Kinder has
offered to serve as MC and broadcast the fundraising event next year on his show.
In addition to fundraising activities, we will be selecting once again, the Officer of the Year and presenting
the award to a recognized wildlife conservation officer from our member states and provinces. This award is
more than just a program within IWC. It is a chance to publicly recognize outstanding service in the field of
conservation law enforcement. As our grant program continues so does our cash reward program, available
to states or provinces in addition to their respective rewards offered for major poaching cases.
In 2016, I asked each member state to reach out to like-minded business folks in your respective
communities for an annual $1,000 commitment to IWC and its full mission to help all agency members with
needs that cannot be offered through respective agency guidelines or budgets. This type of commitment, in
addition to our own fundraising efforts, will allow IWC’s continued growth and strength in our effort to
support each of our members.
IWC has an opportunity to become a much stronger and more relevant organization this year with new
supporters and partners along with added fundraisers that will benefit all agency members. This cannot
be possible without continued support from our members - the backbone of IWC. As we continue working
towards our previous momentum and goals, I am reaching out to each state and provincial member and
asking for your help. Please continue to strongly promote IWC so IWC can continue to support its agency
member programs. Your past and continued efforts have kept IWC strong and where it belongs - at the
forefront for wildlife conservation through conservation law enforcement across North America.
Lewis Rather
IWC Executive Director
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______

2021 IWC Accomplishments












IWC Game Warden of the Year awarded to New Jersey Conservation Police Officer Todd
Vasquez. Awarded $1,000 gift certificate to Guidefitter.
$10,000 grant awarded to Kansas Department of Wildlife and Parks for the purchase of an
anti-poaching education trailer.
$2,500 grant awarded to Delaware Division of Fish and Wildlife for upgrades to their current
anti-poaching education trailer.
$2,500 grant awarded to South Carolina Department of Natural Resources for upgrades to
their current anti-poaching education trailer.
$2,115 grant awarded to Texas Parks and Wildlife for the purchase of a wildlife decoy.
$21,744.20 received in total monetary and in-kind donations.
$1,000 donation to the Southeastern Law Enforcement Chiefs Association.
$1,000 donation to the family of Minnesota Officer Sarah Grell (on-duty fatality).
$500 sponsorship to the Outdoor Dream Foundation. The Outdoor Dream Foundation
provides hunting, fishing, and other outdoor adventures to children who have been diagnosed
with terminal or life-threatening illnesses ages 5 through 21.
Fundraising Clay Shoot at the National Wild Turkey Federation's Palmetto Shooting Complex in
Edgefield, South Carolina. $1,600 of the fundraiser was donated to the South Carolina Wildlife
Law Enforcement Officers Association.

Regional Reports: Canada
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

ALBERTA
The Alberta Report-A-Poacher (RAP) phone hotline has been in place since the
1980’s. It is answered 24/7/365 by Radio Control Centre dispatchers. On-line
reporting is now in year five. It is submission form based and friendly to mobile
devices. It can still respect confidentiality and privacy concerns. The on-line
reporting is growing each year and appreciated by the public.
Callers to the hotline hear a message in an attempt to filter calls down to violations
and wildlife threatening public safety. However, problem wildlife (various concerns
and injured animals) and miscellaneous topics are still the majority of calls to the
line. Funding for rewards comes from a portion of hunting and fishing license sales.
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2020/21 (April 1 - March31)
• 18,922 total phone calls and on line reports from the public to the RAP toll-free hotline.
• 3867 calls of suspected illegal activity reporting fish and wildlife resource crimes.
• 660 charges initiated from all RAP Reward Eligible calls. Provincial total – 6608 enforcement actions
taken by Fish and Wildlife Officers (includes charges and written warnings under various legislation).
• $101,500 in rewards paid to 246 individuals whose information led to those charges.
These statistics are always slightly behind due to the fiscal year recording.
Promotion of the RAP program is the responsibility of the Alberta Conservation Association (ACA), a nonprofit, non-government, Delegated Administrative Organization. One education trailer is utilized at public
events, usually with staff from the ACA and the FWES working together. The ACA takes the lead with
various promotional items, signage and advertising.
The Fish and Wildlife Enforcement Service is responsible for the reward
payments in the program. Coinciding with RAP is the Human Source
Handling and Payment for Information program. With many controls
and guidelines, payment can be made for information received from
confidential informants regardless if it ends up with charges, unlike RAP
that requires charges lay.
https://www.alberta.ca/report-poacher.aspx
https://www.facebook.com/AlbertaFishandWildlifeEnforcement
Brian Voogd - Detective Sergeant/Intelligence Officer - Major Investigations and Intelligence Unit
Justice and Solicitor General - Sherrifs Branch – Investigation Services - Special Investigations Section
Edmonton, Alberta - Office: 780.427.9346. Mobile: 780.554.3760. Email: Brian.Voogd@gov.ab.ca

Newfoundland and Labrador
The Resource Enforcement Division helps conserve and protect the natural heritage of
Newfoundland and Labrador. Conservation Officers ensure the public understands and
complies with laws that safeguard our natural resources. The Division is headquartered
in Corner Brook and operates nine detachment offices throughout the province, along
with several satellite offices for a total of approximately 30 locations provincially.
Building on a long history of conservation law enforcement,
in 2020, officers involved in forestry, inland fish, and wildlife
enforcement, were brought together to establish a multi-function law
enforcement division focused on conservation of the province’s natural
resources. This major merger of enforcement personnel culminated in this new
Division under the Department of Fisheries, Forestry and Agriculture. The
complement of Conservation Officers now approaches 100 strong. Recruitment
efforts are ongoing.
In addition to the increase in numbers of Officers, the Resource Enforcement Division’s
mandate has also expanded to include enforcement of additional regulations. Officers
are now responsible for enforcing all or part of the provincial Wild Life Act, Wild Life
Regulations, Forestry Act, Endangered Species Act, Environmental Protection Act,
Water Resources Act, Wilderness and Ecological Reserves Act, Animal Health and
Protection Act, Lands Act, and the Motorized Snow Vehicles and All-terrain Vehicles
Act.
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Since the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Division has played a major role in screening
individuals entering Newfoundland and Labrador at the borders with Quebec, Nova Scotia and St. Pierre
and Miquelon (France). Additionally, Officers screen crews of international vessels that visit our ports on an
as-needed basis.
The Division recently relaunched its website, stoppoaching.ca, which reflects the latest mandate that we
have been tasked with, and makes reporting suspected illegal activity easier than ever before. This
complements Crime Stoppers which can also be used to submit reports. These websites generate
significant traffic and often result in targeted investigations. Along with this, our province-wide toll-free
poaching hotline generates significant numbers of complaints.
Public education and engagement is a key component of the Division.
Conservation Officers pride themselves on being involved in community
events. This ranges from school and group presentations, the Law
Enforcement Torch Run for Special Olympics, various ceremonies such as
the Police and Peace Officers Memorial, Remembrance Day and much more.

www.stoppoaching.ca
Jason Foster
Department of Fisheries, Forestry and Agriculture
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador
115 Riverside Drive / P.O. Box 2006
Corner Brook, NL A2H 6J8
e. jasonfoster@gov.nl.ca
c. 709-640-5058

NOVA SCOTIA
The year started with our service continuing to support the Province’s Covid 19
response until June at our land entry points. Our role was to ensure compliance
and educate travelers of provincial restrictions as they entered through our land
entry points. As restrictions eased, our casual Border Liaison Officers took over
full operations once again, and officers were able to return to regular duty
providing occasional support when required.
2021 had seen 3485 occurrences assigned to officers throughout the three
regions of the province.
We continued to conduct operational plans targeting illegal activity specific to the six-and-a-half-week
moose hunt that occurred in Cape Breton. No major infractions were reported.
A recovery plan for the endangered Mainland moose was announced this past fall, and our service are
eager to continue to work closely with the Department of Natural Resource and Renewables to reduce
poaching on mainland Nova Scotia.
High effort is still required with off highway vehicle enforcement, which made up over half of this year’s
occurrences. Our areas of focus include registration, insurance requirements and safety related issues.
Conservation Officers are also dealing with liquor and suspected impairment while operating offences.
We have increased joint work with the Federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans to investigate and work
collaboratively on the illegal purchase of commercial fish and fish products within the province. Most
complaints we receive relate to the illegal purchase of lobster. Operational plans are being conducted to
support this work. Complaints of illegal activity in the commercial fishery has the potential to stretch our
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resources as investigations often require in depth and time-consuming audits of thousands of records to
identify violations, with a high potential for further investigations on other parties.
Ongoing projects:
Our TIPS trailer suffered minor water damage but will be repaired shortly, along with an updated wrap
design that will reflect new messaging and areas of focus. We are looking forward to the spring roll out of
the new design.
We are researching a new records management system to replace our limited function Occurrence
Tracking Information System. (OTIS) The goal being to complement our mobile CF-33 workstations and
support multiple program interfaces.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
It was a busy year for the B.C. Conservation Officer Service, with 2021 bringing an increase in calls to the
Report All Poachers and Polluters (RAPP) hotline. Of the 53,148 calls Conservation Officers dealt with last
year, more than 75% - 42, 290 – related to human-wildlife conflicts. Black bears were the source of the
majority of reports, making up 23, 846 of wildlife conflict calls in 2021. With hot, dry conditions throughout
most of the summer, bear conflicts calls were expected to be high in B.C. - in August, the COS recorded the
greatest number of black bear calls over the same month in the past decade at 3, 590. Conflict calls by
species included deer (8,923), cougars (2,493), coyotes (2,004) and moose (731).
Since the pandemic began, there appears to be a renewed interest in activities in the backcountry, as more
people enjoy the outdoors. This also brings the potential for more violations – 2021 also saw an increase in
violation reports at 10, 858. Ranging from off-roading to poaching, the majority of calls related to violations
involving wildlife at 4,263. This was followed by illegal dumping (2,056), open burning (1,708), fisheries
(791) and Aquatic Invasive Species (523).
Conservation Officers were also busy with enforcement actions across the province, with compliance
checks, investigations and more leading to 2,631 charges and 3,468 warnings issued in 2021.
While tickets were issued under a variety of legislation, the majority fell under the Wildlife Act (1,118),
followed by the Fisheries Act (468), Off-Road Vehicle Act (213), Firearms Act (205) and Wildfire Act (119)
to round out the top five.
Of the 3,468 warnings given out by Conservation Officers in 2021, nearly half (1,642) related to the Wildlife
Act, while others were linked to fisheries (457), off- roading (436), wildfire (212) and the federal shipping act
(208).
As an essential service, the COS also assisted RCMP, search and rescue crews and emergency
responders with wildfire and flooding response efforts in several regions of B.C.
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Interagency Response – Moss Balls
In March 2021, invasive zebra mussels were confirmed in moss balls (Cladophora species) in B.C., as well
as across Canada and the U.S.
This led to an unprecedented widespread response by Conservation Officers across the province, led by its
Aquatic Invasive Species team. The COS and the environment ministry’s science experts worked closely
with their Canadian and American counterparts to address the situation.
The COS made contact with more than 1,100 aquatic retailers and distributors throughout the province and
conducted hundreds of on-site inspections to prevent the sale of potentially contaminated moss balls.
Efforts also included tracing online shipments back to international suppliers. To date, more than 9,000
moss balls that were suspected or confirmed to be contaminated with zebra mussels were seized or
surrendered to the COS.
Significant Court Case – Bear Feeding
In late September 2021, a resident of Whistler, B.C., received a combined $60,000 penalty for feeding and
attracting bears to her property in a precedent-setting case for the Conservation Officer Service as the
highest overall penalty imposed under the Wildlife Act in B.C.
The COS investigation found that the individual had been intentionally feeding black bears throughout the
summer of 2018. Bulk produce was purchased on a weekly basis to feed the bears. Conservation Officers
were forced to put down three bears that were repeatedly visiting the area, causing property damage and
showing no fear of people.

QUEBEC

Large-scale operations in times of COVID-19:
constraints, adaptations and results.
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The pandemic brings many constraints and requires us to adapt in various spheres of our lives. The largescale operations recently conducted by the Quebec Wildlife Protection Branch (QWPB) have not escaped
this reality.
Operation PIE, carried out in March 2021 in the Gaspé region, targeted approximately 100 individuals who
were illegally selling and buying several species including Atlantic salmon, rainbow smelt, white-tailed deer
and moose. Prior to the pandemic, the QPFD would have assembled and deployed approximately 100
wildlife officers (WPOs) to respond simultaneously to as many individuals as possible.
Although we were considered a priority service, to ensure social acceptability of this deployment, planning
for this operation had to take into account public health constraints to protect the health of the WPOs and
the public. We had to find the delicate balance of accommodating the constraints without compromising the
results too much.
The QWPB initially dispensed with assembling the teams for
case preparation and report writing. The preparatory operational
briefing was held virtually, and the WPOs wrote their violation
reports upon returning to the home office.
We also acquired flexible, removable physical barriers used to
conduct some in-vehicle interviews. This preventive measure
was in addition to other measures such as the wearing of
procedural masks, disinfection of objects and hand hygiene
recommended by the National Public Health Institute.
Finally, the QWPB chose to deploy only the 40 WPOs working
in the Bas-Saint-Laurent-Gaspésie-Îles-de-la-Madeleine region,
which required planning up to 6 interrogation phases over 3
days, rather than doing 2 phases in one day. Even if the
surprise effect was no longer there on the 2nd and 3rd days, the
good planning allowed us to obtain satisfactory results, by
depositing statements of offence totaling more than $400,000 against approximately 80 individuals. And
there was no outbreak of COVID-19!
Based on this not ideal, but positive experience, the QPFD conducted a second large-scale operation in
early December 2021: Operation Roulette. This operation targeted approximately thirty individuals from
Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu who were involved in the illegal sale and purchase of fish, mainly yellow perch.
We applied the same adaptations, including a virtual operational briefing, to make this operation a success.
Several of the targeted individuals are facing legal proceedings that could total more than $100,000 in fines
for illegally selling or buying approximately 400 pounds of fish fillets.
If the pandemic brings us constraints and forces us to adapt in terms of health, it also makes us rethink
established practices, their foundations and their efficiency. Let's hope that certain adaptations can be
maintained at the end of this pandemic.
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NEW BRUNSWICK

Our Justice and Public Safety Conservation unit is comprised of 72 full time and
seasonal Conservation Officers (Peace Officers) who protect the natural resources
and public safety in our province. Of these 63 active officers, 14 are assigned to act
as law enforcement coordinators with one of the 19 provincial Crime Stoppers
Chapters situated throughout the province. Because of our large branch which
includes 4 different units, our coordinators are responsible for looking after tips from
each unit. As provincial coordinator, I ensure things flow smoothly between Chapters
and coordinators. Each Chapter holds monthly meetings and coordinators participate
in public awareness in and around their Chapter area. Coordinators are non-voting
members on the board. A training conference involving all chapters is held annually.
One of our most important partnerships remains the “New Brunswick Crime Stopper
Association” (RCMP “J Division” program). Although our logo is different than the
actual NB Crime Stoppers logo the contact number remains the same. All tips and reports relevant to
Wildlife and Conservation issues as well as issues with our other sections are shared between both parties.
The partnership makes our program much more viable and effective.
Over the past year our department and officers have continued to take the lead role in COVID enforcement
within our department. Due to strict COVID regulations and restrictions throughout the last year our officers
had very little involvement with the program. Meetings and educational events were all but cancelled.
Hoping the new year will be better.
Last year (January 2021–December 2021) our section received approximately 54 tips on various violations
under our core mandates as well as other acts our branch enforces. Our department continues to look for
ways to promote our program and educate the public.
Even with the pandemic violation occurrences increased (January 2021 – December 2021) province wide.
The number of violations last year was approximately 2600.
Sgt. W. Shawn Farrell
Provincial Conservation Sergeant / Agent provincial de la
conservation
Conservation Enforcement
Justice & Public Safety / Justice et de la Securite Public
Cell: (506) 476-0377
Fax / Téléc: (506) 453-2412
shawn.farrell@gnb.ca

Regional Reports: Southeast
TEXAS
Texas’ Operation Game Thief Program was started in 1981 and is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization
whose mission is to improve our quality of lif e by intentionally engaging individuals and
communities across Texas to prevent theft and destruction of our natural resources through
outreach, education, and provide a direct confidential link to report violations.
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2021 resulted in 608 reported violations. This was a further decrease in numbers from the previous
year’s average.



41% of callers requested a reward for the information provided.

Three OGT shoots were conducted in 2021. Some modifications were made which proved to be beneficial
in connecting Game Wardens to citizens. The Game Warden challenge, where shooters could challenge a
Game Warden in a clay shoot, proved popular among the youth.

Case Notes:
Game Wardens received an Operation Game Thief (OGT) complaint
regarding a poacher who is well-known by game wardens, and who
has had multiple prior convictions of Parks and Wildlife violations over
the past decade. The individual was known to be a convicted felon. The
complainant stated this individual shot three white-tailed deer behind
his house from his back porch with a rifle. After gathering all the
information, Game Wardens went to the subject’s residence to
investigate and question the individual. During questioning, the
individual admitted that his wife shot two of the deer and his juvenile
son shot the other deer. Two coolers containing deer meat were located on the back porch of the
residence. Both coolers of deer meat were confiscated, and the man and woman were both issued multiple
citations and warnings along with civil restitution charges.
Game Wardens spotted a truck parked at a local fishing spot. Jayme
noticed fishermen who were returning to the truck had no poles and were
carrying a bucket. Upon making contact, the fishermen had a bucket of
fish and cast net that they admitted to using. The fish were sorted. A
cooler was located with undersized fish. A total of 64 illegal fish were
taken. Citations were issued. Cases and civil restitution pending.

Texas Game Wardens attended an operation
outdoor event at JNC Archery in Randall
County. The Wardens brought an OGT trailer
to the event and spoke about the seized
wildlife in it to the attendees. The Wardens
also spoke to many of the attendees about the
duties of Texas Game Wardens. The Wardens
observed attendees compete for prizes in an
archery shooting competition and made many
contacts with adults and children of all ages.
Texas Operation Game Thief will be hosting three Claystoppers fundraising events in 2022:
June 24, Hog Heaven Sporting Club, Dripping Springs, TX.
September 9, National Shooting Sports Complex, San Antonio, TX
September 23, Texas Premier Sporting Arms, Sealy, TX
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Lieutenant Hendrik Volschenk
Texas Parks and Wildlife
4200 Smith School Rd
Austin, Texas 78744
512-389-4628

SOUTH CAROLINA

SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF
Natural Resources Law Enforcement
OGT 2021



The SCDNR Tips Program with the use of
the tip411 software program continues to
allow the public greater access to pass on
vital information regarding violations. This
program will allow citizens to send
anonymous tips through website links, social
media site links, SMS texting, iPhone and
Android downloadable apps, and the
traditional 800 tip line. As of January 1,
2022, over 3,000 tips have been submitted
through the web-based or smart phone
application.



SCDNR Tip Highlight May 2021 – SCDNR
Law Enforcement received a tip on an
individual attempting to sell a fox on
Facebook. Within one hour of receiving the
tip,
the
responding
SCDNR
Law
Enforcement Officer coordinated a meeting
for a confidential informant to purchase the
fox. The officer issued two summons tickets
resulting in guilty pleas and $400.00 in fines. The officer did deliver the fox to a wildlife rehabilitator
for further care. The tipster was not only able send the sellers info they included a screen shot of
the sale ad on Facebook as seen below.



SCDNR Tip Highlight December 2021 – SCDNR Law Enforcement received a tip on individuals
illegally transporting deer heads into South Carolina with bone and meat attached from a state that
has reported positive Chronic Wasting Disease results. Within hours of receiving the tip, the
responding SCDNR Law Enforcement Officers located a trophy whitetail deer buck head that had
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been placed in line for a taxidermy mount. The officers issued one summons ticket resulting in a
guilty plea with a $200.00 fine. The trophy head was seized for testing at CWD laboratory.


In 2021 we received an International Wildlife Crimestoppers grant for our “Wall of Shame” trailer
through the Cabela’s grant program. The trailer displays illegally taken game animals and seized
equipment to encourage the public that providing information to law enforcement results in
protecting resources. The trailer was displayed across the state at Bass Pro Shops, Cabela’s,
public and private schools, church festivals, the Darlington County Sheriff’s Office youth deer hunt,
the SCOGT/IWC/NWTF Sporting Clays for Conservation event, and the International Wildlife
Crimestoppers Annual Conference.



The 2021 International Wildlife Crimestoppers conference held at Clemson University was attended
by wildlife law enforcement representatives from 11 states to include 4 active and 2 retired Colonels
and Lt Colonels. The Clemson Tigers football staff provided a private tour of their newly completed
multi-million dollar football training facility. On the final night of the conference, singer / song writer
Edwin McCain provided the entertainment for over 150 guests at the conference closing dinner at
Tiger Park. The conference resulted in a surplus of $7,123.00 revenue being generated for
International Wildlife Crimestoppers. International Wildlife Crimestoppers in turn made a donation
to the South Carolina Wildlife Law Enforcement Officers Association who provided assistance with
the conference and closing dinner preparation.



For 2021 SCOGT partnered with IWC and NWTF for the 2 annual sporting clays shoot at the
NWTF Palmetto Shooting Complex located in Edgefield, SC. This event generated $6,684.00 in
rd
revenue for International Wildlife Crimestoppers. On April 2, 2022 SCOGT will host the 3 annual
Sporting Clays for Conservation Event including a new Scholastic Clays Team Division to
encourage more youth participation.

nd

st

1 Sergeant Sidney Rainwater
SCDNR OGT Program Manager
Office: 803-734-4016 / Mobile: 843-616-4042
PO Box 167 Columbia, SC 29201
rainwateri@dnr.sc.gov

FLORIDA
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission/ Wildlife Alert Reward Association
The Wildlife Alert Reward Program received a total of 5,090 reported
violations in 2021. This represents an 11.3% increase from the 4574 reports
in 2020. Email and text messages account for 97.4% of the reported
violations.
These reports resulted in 64 citations and/or arrests from information
provided by the public. Case variety included resource violations related to
deer, turkey, bears, ducks, marine and freshwater fish, wildlife management
area and littering/trespassing crimes.
Rewards totaling $24,300 were provided to members of the public that
requested a reward. Fines and donations totaling over $77,000 were received in 2021 by Wildlife Alert
because of donations from the public and cases made by FWC Officers.
The Wildlife Alert Outreach Trailer made its way around the state to spread the word about the Wildlife
Alert Reward Program. It appeared at the Florida State Fair in Tampa, the Right Whale Festival in
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Fernandina Beach and many other events. It will soon be upgraded with a fishing simulator to assist with
public outreach.
Wildlife Alert donated three operational readiness trailers to the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
Commission meant for disaster response. These trailers will be invaluable for member support during many
future hurricane seasons!


Captain Patrick Walsh
Wildlife Law Administrator
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
620 South Meridian Street Tallahassee, FL 32399
(850) 617-9563 Patrick.Walsh@myfwc.com

NORTH CAROLINA


Program Statistics
In 2021, the Law Enforcement Division of the WRC received 363
tips from informants reporting wildlife crimes. Based on these tips,
NC Wildlife Officers were able to make 53 charges for those
violations. This combined effort resulted in 27 rewards being paid
out totaling $12,439.



Marketing Strategies
Partnering with our Marketing and Media Team, the WildTIp program
continued to be prominently featured on the Division’s social media
platforms, on all licenses, Wildlife Magazine, and multiple outdoor
businesses. We also featured the WildTip program on many of the “give
away” items passed out during public events and recruitment efforts.



Funding and Staffing
NCWRC’s WildTip program enjoys a consistent funding source thanks to the proactive steps taken
by the NC Legislature to ensure funding for rewards and program support. The Support Operations
Lt. coordinates efforts with the marketing and media team to spotlight the WildTip Program and
increase public awareness.
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Partnerships and Cooperative Efforts
Multiple violations were detected with violations charged working joint details with Virginia and
South Carolina during the hunting season.



New Innovations in Conservation Law Enforcement
In 2021, officers were issued handheld thermal monoculars
to supplement current night vision equipment.
During
hunting operations, this equipment was used along with the
WRC’s FLIR-equipped Cessna 206 to detect and charge
multiple hunters taking deer at night using thermal and IR
scopes. Several tips were received about individuals using
modern technology to poach wildlife instead of the traditional
spotlights.
Using updated equipment and modern
technology, officers were able to adapt to the changing poaching “tools of the trade” and catch
these violators.



Other Special Law Enforcement Issues
In 2021, 18 recruits graduated from the NCWRC 28-week Basic School and began 6 months of
field training.
The NCWRC is currently in the design phase of constructing a 24,000 square foot training facility
that will be the permanent home of all basic training schools moving forward. When completed, the
facility will have bed space for 60 people with a 1600 square foot mat room, conference room, two
classrooms, and an exhibit hall to display NCWRC history.

Ben Meyer
Major of Administration// Law Enforcement Division
NC Wildlife Resources Commission

Mailing Address: 1717 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-1717
office:919-707-0033 // fax: 919-707-0045
ncwildlife.org
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GEORGIA

2021 Ranger Hotline Stats

Program Statistics
Ranger Hotline Board paid for: 2 Turkey, and 2 Deer.
We had a total of 4 payments issued by the board. We had 274 emails submitted
to the RangerHotline.


Marketing Strategies – The “RANGER HOTLINE” program is
administered by the department’s DNR Foundation. Our DNR Commissioner is
the Chairman of the Ranger Hotline Board and we have four Natural Resource
Foundation members serving on the Ranger Hotline Board. We have local
constituents serve as advisors and provide input along with funding. The DNR
Foundation is currently a 501c3 non-profit that will help with fundraising. National
Wild Turkey Federation State Chapter helped pay for promotional items for
RANGER HOTLINE. We also have a relationship with RealTree to use their camo
pattern for marketing purposes.

Funding and Staffing Issues – our Board sends out invoices at the end of each year to pay for
rewards. We receive funding from Georgia Wildlife Federation, QDMA, NWTF, and SCI. We have a donate
button on our website for visitors to make a tax-deductible donation.

Unique Cross Boundary or Cooperative, Enforcement Efforts – Georgia has been a member of
the Wildlife Violator Compact (WVC) for 19 years. We suspend approximately 30 poachers a year and enter
violators on the WVC database.

New Innovations in Conservation Law Enforcement – All Game Wardens have Mobile Data
Terminals in their vehicles to issue citations and complete reports. They also have the ability to verify
recreational and commercial licenses and boat registrations in the field. All Game Wardens were recently
issued smart phones to provide even more accessibility for license and registration checks. Our agency has
utilized body cameras for approximately 13 years and we are have recently begun utilizing cloud based
record retention.
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Regional Reports: West
ARIZONA

The Arizona OGT program has continued with outstanding performance in 2021. We received
approximately 700 credible reports of wildlife violation that were assigned to game wardens throughout the
state. The results of those reports have led to approximately 132 criminal misdemeanor citations issued.
For the tips received in 2021 the Arizona OGT program paid out $12,600 in reward monies. The Arizona
OGT program has always been and will continue to be a programmatic function of the Arizona Game and
Fish Department with a dedicated funding source for promotion of the program and payments of rewards
called the Wildlife Theft Prevention Fund which is authorized by state statute. By law this fund receives
monies through donation, restitution, and civil assessments by the Game and Fish Commission. In 2021
the Commission revoked hunting privileges for 55 wildlife violators for a total of 181 year with four lifetime
revocation and civilly assessed those responsible $119,657.39 as reimbursement to the state for loss of
wildlife through criminal actions.
Arizona has had some interesting new challenges or as I prefer opportunities in 2021. Wildlife cases are
growing increasingly complex as the result of digital evidence as a source of prosecution. This has
increased the time invested by case officer for each case, however the violation count also increases as a
result. The exciting part about this new trend is we can anecdotally say that many of these violations would
have not been discovered in the past were it not for digital evidence. Tied to this issue is that the stakes in
prosecution are higher with an increase in felony charges and that resulting in increased court time for our
officers and SME’s.
We have also have had some of the same old problems that pop up from years past. One consistent
problem that Arizona continues to have a decrease in the interest from state courts toward the prosecution
of misdemeanor wildlife cases. Our case officers remain diligent in case tracking and will address this one
case at a time if necessary however statewide we are attempting to seek clarity on this trend. Conversely
some courts have become interested in offering deferment programs in which first time violators (with minor
violations) would qualify for deferred prosecution in return for monetary donation to the Wildlife Theft
Prevention Fund. This has the possibility to both speed the time in prosecution as well as bolster the
operating budget of OGT in Arizona.
Another consistent problem Arizona Game and Fish Department continues to see is a high amount of
turnover, mostly in the form of retirement. We currently have five officer trainees in the final stages of the
police academy now and are in the process of hiring 5 additional officers to off-set retirements. We are all
eagerly awaiting the successful completion of all training for these new officers so they can ease the patrol
burden of having 7 vacant patrol districts. Arizona, like many states, is seeing a drop off in applications (or
at least qualified applicants) for public safety employment. Some of this is largely due to strict hiring
standards for peace officers and specifically with the legalization of marijuana in many places across the
US, AZ is having a tough time getting applicants to meet drug standards. Some new rules governing hiring
standards have made this easier, however we have yet to get a full class of recruits into the academy at
each hiring cycle.
Stay diligent and watch your six!
Lt. Scott Fischer, AZGFD OGT Program Manager
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CALIFORNIA
CalTIP (Californians Turn In Poachers and Polluters) is a confidential secret
witness program that encourages the public to provide Fish and Wildlife with
factual information leading to the arrest of poachers and polluters. CalTIP was
introduced in California in 1981 in order to give Californians an opportunity to
help protect the state's fish and wildlife resources. The creation of CalTIP has
been an invaluable tool to help combat the illegal take and use of the state
natural resources. California has a population of over 39,500,000 people, and
with just over 400 officers in the field that is one wildlife officer for every
100,000 people. Wardens are responsible for patrolling over 163,000 square
miles of some of the most diverse habitat in North American. The landscape
ranges from Mt. Whitney at 14,505 feet to Bad Water Basin in Death Valley at
282 feet below sea level. Wildlife officers patrol and work in over 1,100 miles of
coast line, 30,000 miles of river and 4800 lakes and reservoirs protecting more
than 1,000 native fish and wildlife species and with 360 of those listed as threated or endangered.
Thankfully, the success of the CalTIP program has increased our presence in the field by increasing the
number of watchful eyes in California.
Call statistics for 2021 were similar to 2020, with 5,944 tips received through our phone line and an
additional 2,000 tips received through our smart phone app or text-a-tip. This resulted in approximately 307
violations. Tips were received from all 58 counties in California and represented a wide variety of natural
resource violations as well as requests for service for more traditional law enforcement.
Highlights of 2021
Several high-profile cases were made thanks to calls from the public and good case work by our officers.
Two notable cases were the unlawful take of trophy size antelope and the unlawful take of a large green
sturgeon. Thankfully the sturgeon was able to be released after being out of the water for over an hour.
Other violations identified during CalTIP responses include: unlawful take of abalone for commercial
purposes, take of more than three times the daily bag limit of tidal invertebrates, take deer without a license,
failing to tag deer, unlawful take of bear, unlawful sale of bear parts, take of non-game birds, possession of
restricted species, ecological reserve, marine protected area, and wildlife area violations, as well as
miscellaneous fishing, hunting, and drug use violations.
The CalTIP Rewards Committee has seen a further reduction in citizen asking for rewards after providing
information to the Department. Currently 1% of reporting parties ask for any type of reward.
Lt. Michael Milotz
CalTIP Coordinator
Department of Fish and Wildlife
715 P Street Suite 11-119
Sacramento, CA 95814
916-825-7126 (cellular)

UTAH
UTiP Hotline
In 2021, the Utah Turn in a Poacher (UTiP) Hotline received 1,008 calls, with an
additional 484 tips coming in via TIP411. This total of 1,492 is a slight increase over
calls received in 2020 A portion of those calls are questions or nuisance wildlife
problems, but the large majority of them are reports of known or suspected illegal
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wildlife activity. Calls to the UTiP Hotline are answered by a dispatcher at a private call center, who first
gathers basic information and if possible, patches the caller through via phone to the nearest conservation
officer and dispatches the call through our CAD. Over the last several years, we noticed a marked increase
in the number of reported violations submitted to our online (email) system. We have now implemented
TIP411 as another option for the public to report wildlife violations. This complements our hotline 1-800
phone number and our online reporting system. All tips reported on our online reporting system now funnel
through TIP411 and are sent out via a text message. TIP411 is becoming more popular with the public and
although the total number of tips remain within historical levels, it seems phone calls are being replaced by
text tips through TIP411
Restitution and Rewards
In Utah, the value of all wildlife species is set in state statute. The statutory value of that wildlife is used to
determine the severity of the crime. In 2021, the total aggregate value of the documented wildlife taken
illegally, was $575,500. This total includes twenty five trophy deer and nineteen trophy elk; valued at $8,000
each.
Restitution values for wildlife illegally taken are also set by state statute. In 2021, restitution paid to the
Division of Wildlife Resources Help Stop Poaching has started to rebound from delayed court proceedings
due to COVID19 restrictions. Utah also offers rewards in the way of permits, for cases involving once-in-alifetime species and most limited entry species. Five Big Game Reward Permits were given out in 2021.
Help Stop Poaching account money is used to pay rewards to individuals who provide information that
results in a successful prosecution , buy equipment, conservation officer training, education and outreach
events, and other purposes supporting the prevention and detection of poaching of wildlife. A portion of this
money is used to fund Utah’s K9 Unit. We currently have five K9 handlers with four Labrador Retriever
K9’s and one German Shorthaired Pointer K9. All are certified in wildlife detection, article detection and
tracking.

Rick D. Olson
Captain / Law Enforcement Section
Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
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Regional Reports: Midwest
INDIANA
Turn In a Poacher, Inc. (TIP) is a nonprofit organization that consists of a citizen
advisory board working in partnership with the Indiana Department of Natural
Resources (DNR), Law Enforcement Division. The TIP board consists of
representatives from 12 sportsmen’s groups and three DNR members. State
law was enacted in 1981 that directed the DNR to create the TIP program. The
Covid pandemic has hindered our opportunities to meet, which I feel is essential
to maintaining interest by our members. Email and virtual meetings have been
our only option over the past two years. We are also rewriting our bylaws, which
haven’t been updated since 1991.
Indiana had 317 TIP calls investigated in 2021, but it’s too early to provide a final
disposition for most of them. We did have a very nice antlered deer harvested
this year which led to numerous TIP calls complaining that the deer was poached. We had anticipated this
influx before it had happened and had already investigated the harvest of this deer with the cooperation of
the hunter. Because we had been proactive, we were able to save a considerable amount of time. Most of
the associated TIP calls related to this crossbow harvested deer only “knew” that it had to be poached
because of how big it was (raw green score of 212 inches).
As I hinted at in last year’s report, our officers had
received a TIP that a poacher, who was already
suspended in the Interstate Wildlife Violator Compact,
was still actively hunting. Our officers generated enough
information to get a warrant for a GPS tracker for the
suspect’s vehicle. They were then able to track him as he
went on a cross-country hunting trip and proactively
inform officers in other states what motels he was staying
in, what roads he was driving down (and at what speeds),
and when he was stopped along a road. This information
assisted personnel from seven other states to make illegal turkey hunting cases against this serial poacher.
Several of the states also suspended his hunting and trapping privileges, with Connecticut suspending his
privileges for 100 years. This limits his legal ability to hunt in 48 of the 50 states due to the compact. A great
example of teamwork crossing state lines!
As is often the case, the majority of our TIP callers did not ask for any type of reward. We paid out a total of
$3,000.00 in rewards for 2021. Some callers simply wanted a new TIP hat.
The DNR started 2021 with 48 vacancies out of our 215 person manning table. We were given permission
to fill part of those positions and held a training school in the early fall. At the conclusion of the training
school, we had 28 new conservation officers, seven of which came to us from other police agencies. We
currently have 24 vacancies, due to additional retirements and resignations in 2021. We have been told that
we may be allowed to hire again in 2022, but if so, the exact number has not been determined.
Lt. Colonel Terry Hyndman
Indiana Conservation Officers
4850 SR 446
Bloomington, IN 47401
317-694-7515 Cell

812-837-9536 (24 Hour Dispatch Center)
1-800 TIP-IDNR
thyndman@dnr.IN.gov
FBI-NA Session 210
Website: www.dnr.IN.gov
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KANSAS
The Kansas Department of Wildlife and Parks Law Enforcement Division
completed a year with some minor changes in identity and some major
accomplishments in addressing fish and wildlife crimes in the state of Kansas.
As you may have noticed, we returned the Division of Tourism back to our
Department of Commerce, so we are now known simply as “KDWP.” We ended
2021 with 85 sworn game wardens and two civilian support staff. We continue
our partnership with the Jackson County (KS) Sheriff’s Office in managing calls
and dispatch related to our Operation Game Thief (OGT) program. Our thanks go to Sheriff Tim Morse for
his continued support of the program.
Kansas OGT received a total of 1,343 telephone reports and another 61 email reports. Of these,
approximately 50% percent were pertinent to the OGT mission. The balance were requests for information
or services. Clearly, we are receiving too many non-pertinent communications and we are working on some
educational interventions to help constituents better understand the reports that should be made on the
OGT platforms.
From the pertinent tips, we did make some good cases. Both of the following examples are from this past
November and demonstrate the diversity of reports we receive and the opportunities for intervention and
education that they create.
In the first case, Game Warden Scott Leamon received an OGT report of a subject “shooting deer from their
car in Cherokee County… a red chevy trailblazer.” GW Leamon arrived on scene and located a doe
whitetail deer that was lying in the field. The deer appeared to have been shot with a firearm on that date,
two days before the opening of firearms deer season. GW Leamon assumed that the poacher would return
for the deer, so he took up a position of surveillance at a distance. About an hour later, a white pick-up truck
pulled into the field, and he observed two subjects exit the truck and begin to load the harvested deer.
GW Leamon activated his headlights and emergency lights and pulled up to a safe distance from the
suspects. The younger of the two men then dropped the deer and dove under the back of the truck trying to
hide! During his interviews of the subjects, both men admitted that the older man, grandfather to the
younger man, had shot the deer from the vehicle with a .22 Magnum firearm. Grandpa then left the area to
fetch his grandson (and his pickup truck) to retrieve the poached deer. Neither of the two men had valid
deer hunting permits.
Ultimately, the suspect shooter was cited for hunting from a motor vehicle, illegal caliber gun for big game
hunt closed rifle season, and two counts of illegal take - one for the deer he had poached that evening, and
another for a second illegal deer that was later located at his residence. Both deer and involved firearms
were seized.
In a different case, Game Warden Michael Hopper received an OGT tip of “several dead Canada geese
near a pond.” He investigated, and while in the area of the tip, heard more gunshots. GW Hopper eventually
tied the wasted geese to a group of juvenile males who exhibited multiple waterfowl hunting violations.
While he couldn’t tie them to the directly to the dead geese, he was able to take action to correct these
young people and further efforts to enforce Kansas hunting regulations.
Lastly, in 2021, we were a fortunate recipient of the “Wall of Shame” trailer grant, and although today’s
supply chain issues have made it difficult to source the actual trailer, it looks like we will be able to acquire
one by summer of 2022. We are looking forward to being able to show that off, and for the educational
opportunities that it will bring our wardens in the field.
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MICHIGAN
The Michigan Department of Natural Resources (DNR) Law Enforcement Division
(LED) ended 2021 with 252 enlisted conservation officers (COs), 18 civilian support
staff, and 14 civilian dispatchers, bringing the total employment to 284.
In 2021, the Report All Poaching (RAP) hotline received 37,200 calls and initiated
8,111 complaints. 1,051 of these complaints were received via text, 393 through the
internet report form, 194 by email, and 43 by dispatcher-initiated social media
investigations, which means that nearly 21 percent of the complaints received were
via an electronic method as opposed to the standard voice call, a small increase
over 2020.
The LED conducted a recruit school in 2021, split
into Group A for pre-certified candidates and Group
B for those new to law enforcement. Group A
produced nine probationary conservation officers
(PCOs) in August and Group B 19 PCOs in
December. Group A is currently working on their
own in the field while
Group B is working through their field training phases. Both groups recently
finished snowmobile school in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula.
Another year, another solid waterfowl case in southwestern Michigan. In
Ottawa County, six individuals took 12 ducks over a baited pond, 10 wood
ducks and 2 mallards. An admission was obtained regarding the baiting of the
pond. Two of the individuals had shotguns capable of holding more than three
shells and not all the individuals were licensed. Charges have been submitted to the prosecutor’s office for
review.
A sheriff’s department requested CO assistance at an in progress domestic violence incident. Upon COs’
arrival an untagged antlerless deer was observed in plain view. COs received information from the victim
that their partner and friend were out hunting the day before. The partner and friend shot two antlerless
deer. Both suspects were ultimately located, interviewed, and confessed to hunting without a deer license,
used another’s tag to tag one of the antlerless deer, and stated they thought they would get away with it. A
report has been submitted to the prosecutor’s office for charges.
Captain Jen Wolf
Michigan Department of Natural Resources
WolfJ1@michigan.gov
Report All Poaching | 1-800-292-7800
Website: Michigan.gov/rap

MINNESOTA
The enforcement division is now in its 40th year of a partnership with Turn in Poachers
(TIP), a non-profit organization dedicated to curbing poaching activity. 2021 seemed to
present nearly as many challenges as the previous year. With restrictions still in place
regarding safety protocols, it was difficult to plan for events and large gatherings.
However, the TIP program volunteers did attend a couple of events and the Wall of
Shame trailers were utilized more than the previous year. Over 1200 calls were made to
the TIP line and nearly 300 arrests made based upon information received. TIP supports
the convictions by offering cash rewards to the tipsters and in 2021 over $3000 was paid
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out in rewards. In October, the division implemented an application to allow better communication and
timely reporting of tips by the public. The system is still new to us but seems to be working well.
Minnesota currently has 146 licensed conservation officers serving 155 field stations, averaging 600+
square miles each. The DNR Enforcement division did not have an academy in 2021 for the first time in
several years. For MN Conservation Officers, the past year was extremely busy. In addition to the usual
duties of a conservation officer, much of 2021, as in 2020, was spent responding to riots, civil unrest, and
political protests.
CPT Jon Paurus
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources
Phone: 320-412-1178

NEBRASKA
The Nebraska Wildlife Protectors Association (WPA), a non-profit organization, works in conjunction with
the Nebraska Game and Parks Commission’s Law Enforcement Division in implementing our successful
th
Nebraska Wildlife Crime Stoppers Program (WCS). This group of 19 private citizens is entering its 40 year
of assisting in the protection of Nebraska’s natural resources. The group is privately funded through
donations and fund raising and has paid out nearly $85,000.00 in reward funds. With a small number of
officers and large areas to cover we know we cannot do this without the help of concerned citizens. This
coming year we are making plans to implement an on-line self-reporting process allowing information to go
directly to area officers and their supervison. This on-line reporting can come directly from reporting parties’
cell phone, tablet, or computer. Our 1-800 742-7627 hotline number will remain active, with over 500 calls
received this past year.
Nebraska currently has 59 certified conservation officers spread out
over 93 counties, averaging nearly 1700 square miles for each officer’s
patrol area. A relatively newly created “wanted poster” has been
utilized when information is needed to help solve wildlife violations that
initially lack information. These wanted posters get distributed in area
quick stops, coffee shops, etc. and have greatly helped in solving
several large game cases that have lacked information.
Nebraska initiated their first otter trapping season this past fall with a
season ending date identified once 75 otters have been tagged. Elk
and deer depredation continue to be a major manpower and time
commitment with numerous changes within agency regulations and
protocol. One of the many changes came with the implementation of a
special landowner three-day rifle deer season, one week prior to the
major rifle season. Even though it was the first year of implementation,
it was very popular. Nebraska is also going through the vetting process
of procuring a new point of sale permit system, which has the potential
to assist investigations with more information available than from the
existing system.
Hiring and maintaining staffing levels continues to be a major priority. We have had nearly a 25% turnover
in the last three years (primarily from retirements) and currently have eight existing open duty stations.
Simliar to many agencies we are experiencing a drop in numbers of qualified applicants. We are looking
forward to the many changes and a busy year in 2022.
Duane Arp
Assistant Administrator
402-471-5532 Duane.Arp@nebraska.gov
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SOUTH DAKOTA
The Turn-In-Poachers (TIPs) program is a partnership between South Dakota Game,
Fish, and Parks (GFP) and the non-profit organization Wildlife Protection, Inc. This
joint venture was born out of a desire for South Dakota’s sportsmen to “police” their
own. With approximately 80 conservation officers covering about 75,000 square
miles of land and 1,200 square miles of water it is evident that they can’t be
everywhere all the time. The best witnesses are often the landowners and resource
users themselves, so in an effort to provide easy and convenient ways to report
violations, TIPs has become a core component of GF&P’s law enforcement efforts.
For over 30 years, the TIPs program has been a shining example of what can be
done to protect a public trust resource when government, private industry,
sportsmen, and the general public come together to address a common problem.
This partnership allows those who provide information to be compensated. Since the inception of the
program in 1984, over $190,000 in rewards has been paid out to those who observe and report violations.
The funding for this program comes from a variety of areas; however, one of the most popular is by
sportsmen themselves.
Through TIPs, a 24-hour, seven day a week toll free number [1-888-OVERBAG (683-7224)], has been set
up to field reports from the public regarding hunting, fishing, and trapping violations. Information may also
be provided through a link to the GF&P’s website. Complainants may remain anonymous no matter the
reporting method.
https://survey123.arcgis.com/share/7dbdb3f84da340bc8f46ded76822a3a8
During the 2020 TIPs year (July 1, 2020 through June 30, 2021) 308 investigations
and 186 arrests could be directly attributed to information provided through the
program. From this information, violators were fined $32,684 and required to pay
$41,000 in civil damages. Judges sentenced violators to 2,750 days in jail for their
crimes (2,745 days were suspended). TIPs paid out $7,100 in rewards.
Turn In Poachers Hotline 1-888-OVERBAG(683-7224)
Wildlife Protection Inc.
Turn In Poachers
523 E Capitol
Pierre SD 57501-3182

WISCONSIN
The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources Conservation Warden
Service has transitioned from what was previously known as the “Bureau of
Law Enforcement” to the “Division of Public Safety & Resource Protection.”
The switch from bureau to division status brings about many opportunities for
organizational growth. The division still performs all the law enforcement
duties within the DNR and is dedicated to protecting, enhancing, and
promoting public safety and our natural resources through enforcement,
education, and community involvement.
In the summer of 2020, we promoted two new deputy division administrators, Deputy Chief Matt O’Brien
and Deputy Chief Jeremy Peery, and we recently combined the investigations team with our environmental
enforcement staff. We have eight full time investigators now and they investigate cases alongside our
wardens but also work cases with other bureaus within the DNR, including timber theft, arson, burglary/theft
on state lands, wastewater pollution cases, manure pollution cases, drinking water contamination,
poaching, and commercialization of wildlife. The division also reinvigorated the recreational warden team,
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which assists in the investigation of recreational vehicle accidents and provides boat, snowmobile, and ATV
safety education.
We have an administrative warden who oversees our social media and internet cases. We also
implemented a “regional internet investigator” team comprised of field wardens across the state who
process digital evidence in these cases. The program continues to grow, and we have seen a sharp uptick
in violation reports that come in from various internet sources.
Enforcement on state recreational properties and ensuring public safety are two of the higher priorities for
2021.
Shaun C. Deeney
Shaun Deeney, Section Chief
Investigations & Environmental Enforcement Section
Division of Public Safety & Resource Protection
(715) 491-3892
shaun.deeney@wisconsin.gov

Regional Reports: Northeast
DELAWARE
Delaware Natural Resources Police, Fish and Wildlife
Our officers have had another busy and successful hunting season. Most cases have been person
prohibited cases. Two to highlight can be found by visiting the following links:
Delaware Natural Resources Police Arrest Individual for Drug and Firearms Related Charges
Delaware Natural Resources Police Arrest Two Individuals for Hunting and Firearms Related Charges
Our agency was awarded a grant through the IWC to perform upgrades to our Operation Game Theft public
relations trailer. The Operation Game Theft trailer is being upgraded to better serve as a physical
representation for the public of the effects poaching has, as well as what Delaware has to offer outdoors
when people partake in ethical hunting. The focus of the redesign is to incorporate more appropriate, kid
friendly, hands-on displays, which will make this trailer better suited for use in the school environment as
well as the public outreach environment.

The Delaware Natural Resources Police were able to collect more than 700 toys for the Marine Toys for
Tots Foundation to give to Delaware children for Christmas 2021. Pictured above left to right: Cpl. Travis
Anderson, Santa is Sgt. and K9 Handler Josh Hudson with his K9 partner K9 Rosco, Sgt. Brooke Mitchell.
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Sgt. Brooke Mitchell
302-739-9913
brooke.mitchell@delaware.gov
89 Kings Hwy. Dover, DE 19901

MAINE
Maine Operation Game Thief
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MLm874Xe_RU&feature=youtu.be
Operation Game Thief is a private 501c3, non-profit organization that works in
cooperation with the Department of Inland Fisheries & Wildlife, Maine Warden
Service, Department of Marine Resources, Maine Marine Patrol, and Wildlife Crime
Stoppers which pays rewards, if requested, to citizens who turn in poachers or to
individuals unlawfully introducing non-native fish species to lakes, ponds and
streams of Maine. To confidentially report acts of poaching, you can call toll-free
within Maine at 1-800-253-7887 (1-800-ALERT-US). Out-of-state callers can call 1207-287-6057. It is important to note that callers do not have to reveal their names
or testify in court. Reward amounts vary based on the severity of the case but normally range from $100.00
to $1,000 for the most flagrant poaching cases. Rewards of up to $2,000 are paid for information that leads
to the arrest or summons being issued to individuals unlawfully introducing non-native fish species into
Maine's waters. All of the monies that support this program come from donations from concerned
sportsmen, sportswomen and citizens.
2021 has been another exciting year for Maine OGT. Approximately 500 public reports to Maine OGT have
been made this year and several high-profile fish and game cases were successfully solved as a result of
calls to Operation Game Thief. Maine Game Wardens and Marine Patrol officers respond to many other
calls for service each year, but these OGT complaints often help lead our officers to successfully document
poaching violations across the state.
Similar to the last couple
years, in 2021, Maine OGT
has continued to work in
cooperation with International
Wildlife Crimestoppers and
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
on a project to incorporate
wildlife displays into the
Portland International Jetport
décor.
We have moved
several items into the airport,
with the first piece being a full
mount Maine moose.
In
addition to the moose display,
there are several other big
game species including black
bear, whitetail deer, and wild
turkeys that are on display.
This project is designed to be an educational display featuring all of Maine’s big game wildlife species as
well as fish displays and an international display highlighting common issues that USFWS deals with as
well. The ultimate goal of these displays are to educate the public about the wildlife that Maine has to offer
as well as messaging the issues of illegal taking of these animals.
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Maine OGT continues to partner with Waldo County Sheriff’s Office, using the Waldo County Regional
Communications Center for dispatch services on calls. Dispatchers from the RCC are fielding phone calls
as well as web-based complaints that come in through the Maine OGT website. Game Wardens in the field
were able to make several high-quality cases through the detailed information that was received through
our network of reporting platforms. We are currently exploring expanded opportunities for the public to
report information to law enforcement. One option that we are exploring is the “Tip 411” program which has
seen success in several conservation agencies across the country. We are also doing a major website
renovation that will provide a more up to date platform for the public to learn about Maine OGT.
Over the last several years, Maine OGT partnered with Maine Warden Service to help with funding of a
Wildlife Forensics, DNA lab at the University of Maine at Machias. This project was designed to be a
resource for Game Wardens to use when investigating poaching cases, often times, where multiple animals
may have been taken illegally. OGT assisted with a significant portion of the funding needed to make this a
reality. I am happy to report that in 2021, we were successful in getting this program in motion and the
technology and data obtained has been used to help solve multiple poaching cases this year and led to
successful prosecutions through our court systems.
Maine Game Wardens traveled to New Hampshire this year to continue fundraising efforts with the second
edition of the “Northwoods Throwdown” charity softball event. This year’s event was another huge success.
Maine OGT is already in the planning stages for the 2022 event, which will be held at Hadlock Field in
Portland, Maine this summer. The Maine OGT board of directors will also be holding their annual OGT
Banquet in Lewiston, Maine in April. This is a significant fundraiser for OGT and has been widely
successful since it was established several years ago. Maine OGT is also holding two whitewater canoe
and kayak races in central Maine this spring. These are two well established events that will become
fundraisers for OGT this year. Well over 200 people will participate in both events and this will be a great
opportunity to not only raise funds, but spread the important message about poaching in Maine and how
people that recreate in the outdoors can help with our mission.
Lieutenant Aaron Cross, Maine Warden Service
106 Hogan Road Suite #1
Bangor, ME 04401
207-557-1183
Aaron.cross@maine.gov

NEW JERSEY
New Jersey’s Operation Game Thief tip line received 239 calls in 2021. Of these calls, 26 resulted in
prosecutions. 10 additional calls resulted in written or verbal warnings.
Highlights of 2021 Operation Game Thief Tip-line Cases
On 01/01/21, an Operation Game Thief complaint was received concerning
illegal deer hunting in Stillwater Township, Sussex County. The caller described
hearing several shots near his residence. He went outside and saw a pickup
truck parked along the road with a hunter standing near the tailgate holding a
shotgun. He confronted the hunter about shooting close to the residences. He
then noticed two additional hunters on the Trout Brook Wildlife Management
Area (WMA) with a deer. An argument ensued and the hunters quickly left the
area without the deer.
Conservation Police Officer Tyler Hausamann
responded. On scene he took possession of the abandoned deer and contacted
the New Jersey State Police Sussex Barracks to broadcast a BOLO for the suspect’s vehicle. NJSP
Troopers located the vehicle at a 7-Eleven on Rt. 206. Lt. Steven Sutton and CPO Hausamann caught up
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to the suspects there. They observed two uncased firearms in the pickup truck along with a set of antlers in
the back seat. An interview was conducted, and the hunters, all visitors from Maine, admitted to cutting the
rack off a roadkill earlier in the day. They claimed they only shot one deer on the WMA but left after the runin with the caller. The OGT tipster then called again to inform the officers of an additional dead deer that he
located on the other side of the road. The CPOs found the ballistic components including a spent shell on
the west side of the road and a plastic wad on the east side of the road. They also located an area covered
in deer blood and hair where the shotgun slug entered and exited the deer. Just beyond the blood was a
residence, and when observed in a linear direction it became clear it was an unsafe shot. A total of
seventeen summonses were issued to the trio, including: hunting without a valid 2021 license, failure to
exhibit a valid hunting license upon request, hunt deer with a muzzleloader in the wrong deer management
zone, hunting deer with a shotgun during closed season, possession of unregistered deer parts, possession
of an uncased firearm in motor vehicle, shooting across a road, and careless discharge of a firearm. Two of
the suspects have paid $350 each in penalties. The case against the suspect who shot in the direction of
the house is still pending.
In September CPO Andrew Riviello responded to an OGT complaint at Strawbridge Lake in Moorestown,
Burlington County. The tip line caller estimated two men fishing by the dam had at least 75 fish in their
cooler. The daily limit on panfish is 25 per person. Officer Riviello inspected the two anglers’ catch and
found they actually had 129 sunfish in the box, 79 fish over daily limit. One individual also did not have a
fishing license. Summonses were issued to both fishermen, resulting in penalties of $100 each for the overlimit, and $7 for fishing without a license.
On August 4th, 2021, CPO Chris Moscatiello
received a complaint through the Operation
Game Thief hotline reporting that a fisherman
was bragging on social media about targeting and
catching sandbar sharks, a prohibited species.
Prohibited species of sharks must be released
without removal from the water and with a
minimum of harm. The complainant provided
screenshots which clearly showed the fisherman
mishandling a sandbar shark. After tracking
down the individual in the photos, CPO
Moscatiello issued a summons to the shark
fisherman who admitted to taking and landing
prohibited sharks. The shark angler received a
$54 penalty and an education on the proper
methods to release sharks.

Captain Linda A. Quirk
New Jersey Division of Fish & Wildlife, Bureau of Law Enforcement
linda.quirk@dep.nj.gov
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PENNSYLVANIA

The Pennsylvania Game Commission respectfully submits this report on the
agency’s Operation Game Thief (OGT) Program for 2021. The Bureau of Wildlife
Protection (BWP) (law enforcement) partnered with the Bureau of Marketing and
Strategic Communications (BMSC) to revamp and promote the agency’s OGT
program to the public. The agency’s OGT logo was rebranded in 2020. In 2021
the BMSC began ordering a variety of promotional items for State Game Warden’s
to distribute to the public at a variety of events and in the field. Promotional items
included key chains, license holders, flyers, and hats that incorporated the new logo. Due to this promotion,
our OGT program continued to expand and become more successful throughout the year. The effects of
this promotion are seen through the over 1400 submissions in 2021 from the public either through the OGT
toll free phone line or on-line submission form. Information for the public to submit information to the
program
is
found
on
the
agency’s
webpage
at:
https://www.pgc.pa.gov/HuntTrap/Law/Pages/OperationGameThief.aspx
The webpage was updated in 2021 with current information on our program, including a link to a dedicated
Facebook page for the agency’s OGT program. OGT Podcasts were offered twice in 2021 to the public, as
well as a YouTube live presentation. It is evident that the public sees the value of this program as
submission through OGT is of value and very few would be considered spam. The agency began a
centralized dispatch center in 2021 that is currently dispatching to State Game Wardens in three of the
agency’s six regions. A benefit of this transition is that the time from when an OGT submission is received
by the public to when it is dispatched through CAD to a State Game Warden is on average five minutes. In
the past, this time period was around 20 minutes. Additionally, a second OGT promotional trailer was
purchased for use in the western regions of Pennsylvania. This trailer will be complete in spring of 2022.
In conclusion, the Pennsylvania Game Commission’s Operation Game Thief Program has been a success.
We are proud to be a member of the International Wildlife Crimestoppers, Inc. and look forward to our
continued success in the future.

State Game Warden Chad R. Eyler, Chief, Special Permits Enforcement Division, Bureau of Wildlife
Protection, 2001 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA, 17110. ceyler@pa.gov 717-787-4250 ext. 73504

RHODE ISLAND
This year RI DEM’s Division of Law Enforcement’s dispatch center received a total of 23,238 calls. Our
officers took 1491 enforcement actions ranging from written warnings to custodial arrests. We are still
seeing an increase in the usage of our parks, beaches, and management areas by people who are
discovering them for the first time as well as a larger increase in recreational boating activity due to the all
the new boaters. Paddle sports especially, have grown exponentially.
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We have continued our effort to increase our presence on social media. Posts relating to enforcement
actions taken by our officers continue to the most popular and the most interacted with on the RIDEM’s
Facebook page.

https://www.facebook.com/100064392443710/posts/276726031150476/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/100064392443710/posts/254710926685320/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/100064392443710/posts/252879663535113/?d=n
Rhode Island is still working towards establishing an OGT program in our state. After a two-year hiatus we
are bringing back the annual RIEPOA/IWC spring sporting clay shoot. The shoot will once again be held a
Peace
Dale
Shooting
Preserve,
a
world
class
sporting
clays
destination
th
(https://www.pdshootingpreserve.com/ ). The shoot will held on April, 30 and will benefit the RI
Environmental Police Association and International Wildlife Crimestoppers. For more information or to sign
up for the shoot contact:
Mike Schipritt Michael.schipritt@dem.ri.gov

IWC Resources










To highlight your law enforcement case files on the IWC website, send document with images to
wildlifecrimestoppers@gmail.com
Public membership with IWC can be paid online at https://wildlifecrimestoppers.org/support-iwc/
Agency IWC membership can be paid online at https://wildlifecrimestoppers.org/agencymembership/
For annual conference information: https://wildlifecrimestoppers.org/the-iwc-conference/
To apply for an IWC grant for wildlife decoys, an anti-poaching education trailer, or for antipoaching trailer upgrades: https://wildlifecrimestoppers.org/agency-grants/
To apply for reward program assistance: https://wildlifecrimestoppers.org/agency-grants/
To post your agency’s employment/recruitment information on the IWC webpage:
https://wildlifecrimestoppers.org/employment-opportunity/. Send link to your recruitment page to:
wildlifecrimestoppers@gmail.com
For all other information, contact the IWC Executive Assistant at: wildlifecrimestoppers@gmail.com
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Financial Statement – Calendar Year 2021
Jan - Dec 21
Ordinary Income/ExpenseIncome
43400 · Direct Public Support
43410 · Corporate Contributions
43450 · Individ, Business Contributions
Total 43400 · Direct Public Support
47200 · Program Income
47230 · Membership Dues
47200 · Program Income - Other
Total 47200 · Program Income
Total Income
Gross Profit
Expense
60900 · Business Expenses
60910 · Bank Charges
60920 · Business Registration Fees
60930 · Tax services

32,470.26
11,480.38
43,950.64
15,227.77
2,537.36
17,765.13
61,715.77
61,715.77

86.47
30.00
750.00
866.47

Total 60900 · Business Expenses
62200 · Conference
62201 · Conference supplies
62203 · Conference Host gift
Total 62200 · Conference
65000 · Operations
65010 · Books, Subscriptions, Reference
65015 · Conference Call services
65020 · Postage, Mailing Service
65030 · Printing and Copying
65040 · Supplies
65075 · Marketing items
65080 · Apparel - Staff
Total 65000 · Operations
65091 · Web Hosting
65100 · Other Types of Expenses
65110 · Fundraising expenses
65130 · Outside Organization Membership
65140 · Sponsorship- Other organization
65150 · Awarded Grants
65180 · Computer related expenses
Total 65100 · Other Types of Expenses
66000 · Payroll Expenses
66100 · Employee Withholding
66000 · Payroll Expenses - Other
Total 66000 · Payroll Expenses

5,727.39
300.00
6,027.39
240.00
66.00
990.65
658.11
185.97
388.25
526.19
3,055.17
875.00
1,689.78
250.00
9,985.00
17,115.00
250.00
29,289.78
2,377.00
7,572.50
9,949.50
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Jan - Dec 21
68300 · Travel and Meetings
68310 · Conference, Convention, Meeting
68320 · Travel
68330 · Lodging
68340 · Airfare
68350 · Car Rental
68360 · Meal reimbursement
68370 · Baggage fee
68380 · Airport parking
Total 68300 · Travel and Meetings
69800 · Uncategorized Expenses

520.00
1,218.73
924.26
1,301.21
303.04
714.75
30.00
155.00
5,166.99
0.00

Total Expense

55,230.30

Net Ordinary Income

6,485.47

Net Income

6,485.47
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IWC 2021 Game Warden of the Year – New Jersey Officer Todd Vazquez
In 2021, IWC established the IWC Game Warden of the Year Award to recognize the
accomplishments and deeds of individual game wardens across the U.S. and Canada.
After receiving outstanding nominations, New Jersey Conservation Police Officer Todd
Vazquez was chosen for the award. Officer Vazquez was nominated by Captain Anne Quirk
for his apprehension of a poacher upon receiving a call from the New Jersey Operation Game
Thief tip-line. After extensive investigation by Officer Vazquez, the case was brought before
the court and the defendant was assessed a civil penalty of $8,112.00. IWC presented Officer
Vazquez with one-of-a-kind artwork made by retired Arkansas Officer Jason Parker and
$1,000 to be used exclusively with IWC’s partner Guidefitter. Guidefitter provides outdoor gear
with special discounts for outdoor government employees.
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CURRENT IWC AGENCY MEMBERS
Alabama Wildlife and Freshwater Fisheries
Alberta Justice and Solicitor General Fish and Wildlife, Enforcement Branch
Arizona Game and Fish Department
Arkansas Game and Fish Commission
British Columbia Conservation Officer Service
California Department of Fish and Wildlife
Colorado Division of Parks and Wildlife
Delaware Fish and Wildlife Natural Resources Police
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
Georgia Department of Natural Resources, Law Enforcement Division
Idaho Fish and Game Department
Indiana Department of Natural Resources
Iowa Department of Natural Resources
Kansas Department of Wildlife and Parks – Law Enforcement Division
Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources
Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries
Maine Warden Service
Maryland Natural Resources Police
Massachusetts Environmental Police
Michigan Department of Natural Resources, Law Enforcement Division
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources Enforcement
Missouri Department of Conservation
Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks
Nebraska Game and Parks
Nevada Department of Wildlife
New Brunswick Department of Justice and Public Safety
New Hampshire Fish and Game Department
New Jersey Division of Fish and Wildlife, Bureau of Law Enforcement
North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission
North Dakota Report All Poaching
Northwest Territories Department of Environment and Natural Resources
Nova Scotia Environment and Climate Change Inspection, Compliance, and Enforcement Division
Ohio Division of Wildlife
Oklahoma Department of Wildlife
Pennsylvania Game Commission
Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management, Law Enforcement
Saskatchewan Ministry of Environment, Safety, Education, Recruitment and Training Section
South Carolina Department of Natural Resources
South Dakota Game, Fish and Parks
Tennessee Wildlife Resources
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
Virginia Department of Wildlife Resources
Vermont Fish and Wildlife Department, Law Enforcement Division
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife Enforcement
Yukon Conservation Officer Services
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HONORARY MEMBERS
Ron Bailey
Rob Buonamici
David Croonquist
Rob Young

LIFETIME MEMBERS
Norman Ackermann
Mark Cavanaugh
Edward Etter
Safari Club International – Houston Chapter
Jimmy Hasslocher
John Hoerster
Stanley Kolodzey
Larry Weishuhn

GOLD MEMBERS
Hubert Brohawn
Terry Decker
Brian Eller
Billy Kinder
Peter Nunn
Anthony Pensabene
Robert Young

SILVER MEMBERS
Spencer Ash

BRONZE MEMBERS
Killian Nowrey
Sue Orloff
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www.wildlifecrimestoppers.org
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